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Abstract— Scenario-based virtual validation of automated
driving functions is a promising method to reduce testing effort
in real traffic. In this work, a method for deriving scenario
design criteria from a sensor modeling point of view is proposed.
Using basic sensor technology specific equations as rough but
effective boundary conditions, the accessible information for
the system under test are determined. Subsequently, initial
conditions such as initial poses of dynamic objects are calculated
using the derived boundary conditions for designing logical
scenarios. Further interest is given on triggers starting move-
ments of objects during scenarios that are not time but object
dependent. The approach is demonstrated on the example of
the radar equation and first exemplary results by identifying
relevance regions are shown.

I. INTRODUCTION

The release of automated driving functions requires an
enormous testing effort. Since this cannot be handled eco-
nomically in road traffic and on proving grounds, it is in-
creasingly being virtualized [1]–[4]. However, redeployment
of testing activities to a virtual vehicle environment opens
up the question of appropriate design criteria for test cases.

As e.g. discussed by Neurohr et al. [5], test cases in the
virtual vehicle environment are often designed expert- or
data-driven by eliciting scenarios on different levels of ab-
straction (functional, logical, and concrete [6]). For scenario-
based testing, the six-layer model (6LM) for scenarios by
Scholtes et al. [7] is used to systematically describe scenes
and scenarios based on an ontology, as e.g. described by
Bagschik et al. [8]. Here, test cases can be designed with
elements following the subsequent layers, from road type
& roadway environment, to static & dynamic objects, to
weather conditions, and up to digital infrastructure. The layer
model attempts to establish a systematic and uniform way of
description for scenes and scenarios.

In addition to the systematization of the test case design,
a feasible testing effort is also cited as a motivation [7].
Nevertheless, this cannot be reasoned with the 6LM itself or
its application in an ontology based approach, as it structures
the testing effort, but does not inherently bring any reduction.
Furthermore, a reduction by excluding scenarios raises the
question of their reasonability in the first place.
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For a coherent well-structured safety argumentation,
expert-based scenario elicitation should be "executed system-
atically and supported by automation." [5, p. 125] However,
sensor specifications are usually only available for ideal
conditions not covering diverse real world circumstances
(e.g. weather conditions or different object reflectivities) [9,
p. 20]. Therefore, it is not possible to extract the concrete
boundary conditions for each parameter of a logical scenario
only based on the System Under Test (SUT)’s sensor spec-
ifications. In other words, fundamental design criteria based
on sensor (model) knowledge are needed to prevent useless
scenarios to concentrate scenario reduction methods.

II. RELATED WORK

Schuldt et al. [10] already propose the formation of equiv-
alence classes, a subsequent boundary analysis, followed by
combinatorical test case generation. They derive test cases
from their four-layer scenario model, but do not go more
into detail on the reasonability of the different scenarios
within the immense parameter space that is spanned in such
a way. These huge parameter spaces are not possible to be
covered [11, p. 539], [12, p. 77f.], even in simulation using
a virtual vehicle environment. Taking up the dissertation
of Schuldt [13] as the main author of the aforementioned
scenario layer model, Amersbach [14] introduces a generic
method to facilitate combinatorical test case reduction with
t-wise testing by functional decomposition into six indepen-
dent functional layers, as depicted in Fig. 1, derived from the
human decision process analysis [15].

Amersbach states that "most of the influence parame-
ters only have an influence on some of the layers, e.g.
the majority of the environment representation parameters
only affect the functional layers 1 & 2" [14, p. 88]. All
approaches have in common that there is no discussion
on the reasonability of test cases regarding the SUT or
its Operational Design Domain (ODD). They lack detailed
insight into the cause-effect chains within the perception of
automated vehicles: Schuldt e.g. completely excludes sensor
influence on that matter, stating that "sensor technology is
not analyzed further" [13, p. 145].

Since the virtual vehicle environment is mainly perceived
via environment sensors, the key for designing reasonable
scenarios lies within the functional layers 0 - 2 from [14]
covering the perception as input of the higly automated
driving function (HADF). Philipp et al. recently published
a failure-oriented approach for a deeper look into the per-
ception reasoned by the statement that "the verification of
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Fig. 1: Functional layers and interfaces as defined by Amers-
bach [14, p. 59], augmented by Philipp et al. [16, p. 4] with
the high-level sense-plan-act scheme of Brooks [17]

the perception component is challenging and therefore of
special interest" [16, p. 1]. Instead of reasonable test design,
as presented in the following, they analyze the perceptual
threads in detail, using a tree-based error-failure chain clas-
sification scheme. Consequently, the functional layers 3 - 5
from Amersbach [14] will not be discussed in this work,
which focuses on the perception layers.

As already mentioned, all information about the virtual
vehicle environment is passed to the situational understand-
ing layer by the perception sensors, when disregarding the
minor contribution of vehicle communication. Therefore, the
key for reasonable test case generation in simulation-based
safety validation of automated driving is knowledge about the
perception sensor model specification and implementation. In
this way, elementary boundary conditions can be identified,
such as a geometrically limited field of view of a sensor
(model). All information outside this region is not perceived
in simulation and therefore does not have to be represented
in test cases. This rough filter for sensor boundary conditions
is called layer 0 "Information Access" by Amersbach. It
comes into play even before the perception starts its own
information filter to the driving function within the SUT, as
depicted with "sense" by Philipp et al. in Fig. 1 [16]. Within
layer 0, globally available ground truth (GT) is reduced
to a sensor available GT, while neglecting non-perceivable
items for every sensor under the current conditions. It is
not limited to a simple range and angle of view from the
sensor specification, but also influenced for example by

occluding environmental conditions defined in the ODD [18].
Amersbach states: "According to Graab et al. [15] faults
on layer 0 could be non-accessible information, obstructed
information or masked information due to weather effects
(e.g. snow-covered lane markings)".

Therefore, fundamental design criteria for logical scenar-
ios are needed to exclude simulated irrelevant items and /
or scenarios from the test suite. This is possible based on
the fact that the SUT, the ODD, functional scenarios and
especially the sensor system models are already specified
and (partly) implemented at the point of test suite design.

The contribution of this work consists of the mentioned
fundamental design criteria for logical scenarios. Sensor
technology specific equations establish boundaries for the
accessible information (layer 0) in simulation. The initial
scenario conditions, such as starting poses of the objects, are
therefore limited within the derived boundaries for each log-
ical scenario, excluding (parts of) scenarios without sensor
model output. Furthermore, triggers are introduced, which
start movements of dynamic objects during the scenarios
that are not time but distance dependent, using the identified
boundaries. The approach is demonstrated on the example
of a radar based emergency brake function in a cross-walk
scenario and first exemplary results are provided.

III. FROM SENSOR MODEL TO LOGICAL SCENARIOS

To systematically keep the testing effort minimal by
design, sensor model boundary conditions are utilized to
define the information access layer for the design of logical
scenarios with the methodology depicted in Fig. 2. The gray
boxes are the contributions of this work and are referenced
in the following section in bold letters.

As a prerequisite, the ODD and the SUT are clearly
defined and functional scenarios to cover the situational
conditions of the ODD are designed for virtual testing. In
addition, specifications for the sensor models to be used
in the virtual test setup are derived from the boundaries of
the ODD and the SUT. With these given conditions, sensor
model knowledge is used to exclude distinct parameter values
and combinations that are irrelevant to the particular sensor.
For example, an object that cannot be detected 200 m away in
rainy conditions is not relevant and therefore does not have
to be simulated. There is one exception: Objects that are
emitting radiation in the wavelength range of the considered
sensor technology. These objects have to be considered
separately and are out of scope for this work. Boundaries
of parameter value ranges and of specific parameter com-
binations are set by utilizing the known boundaries of the
sensor model defined by its specification and available func-
tional parameters. These boundaries are derived only with
the knowledge of the sensor model physics and stochastics
parameterized with the parameter values defined in the SUT
and the functional scenarios. This allows for an estima-
tion of the maximum perception area of a sensor model,
without actually running the simulation. Spacial perception
boundaries are for example represented by the sensor range
equation. The equation gives the maximum range the sensor
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(model) can receive a signal from an object under given
circumstances.

In case of a radar sensor, the maximum range for a given
azimuth angle ϕ is computed according to [19] as

rmax(ϕ) =
4

√
10−2κrmax(ϕ) · σλ2 ·GTx(ϕ)GRx(ϕ) · PTx

(4π)3 · PN · PΞ
. (1)

The maximum range is influenced on one hand by parameters
of the deployed sensor itself:

• Transmission power PTx,
• Antenna diagram for transmission and reception with

respect to azimuth angle GTx(ϕ)GRx(ϕ),
• Wavelength λ,
• Receiver noise and signal-to-noise threshold PN · PΞ,

and on the other hand by objects and environmental condi-
tions defined in the scenarios:

• Radar cross section σ as a measurement for (instanta-
neous) reflectivity of a defined object class,

• Attenuation by atmospheric aerosols κ.
With Eq. (1), which needs to be solved numerically, visi-

bility boundaries for certain objects are defined, parameter-
ized by sensor (setup) properties and scenario environmental
conditions. These boundaries form a relevance region for
the sensor (setup) defining the maximum detection range
for certain objects at certain angles while also considering
atmospheric attenuation. An example for such a relevance
region of a radar sensor for the pedestrian object class is
depicted as a green area in Fig. 3. The object reflectivity
σ is set to the maximum estimated value of the object’s
class. For a radar sensor, the reflectivity is described in
form of a radar cross section (RCS) given in dB m2. In
literature, the maximum RCS for a pedestrian is estimated
at 4.8 dB m2 [20]. The attenuation by atmospheric aerosols
κ represents the influence of environmental conditions like
rain, snow, fog etc. on the signal propagation. Since it is
highly dependant on the wavelength and polarization of the
specific sensor, it is not directly a scenario parameter. It can
however be derived e.g. from a given rain rate R in mm/h
by κ = kRα [21]. The parameters k and α depend on the
frequency and polarization of the sensor and are selected
from look-up tables in [21].

The relevance region, defined with the described parame-
ters, is then enlarged with a safety margin to allow consid-
eration of edge effects and known model stochastics. This
relevance region describes the visibility boundaries of a given
sensor for a certain object class under defined environmental
conditions. By superimposing the visibility boundaries of
multiple sensors a unified relevance region for the entire
sensor setup is defined. In the example of Fig. 3 the relevance
regions of a radar near scan and far scan are combined. This
region marks the boundaries of the accessible information
and therefore defines layer 0: Information Access on the
basis of sensor and scenario knowledge. Every object not
contained in the accessible information cannot be detected
by the sensor system (model). A test based on such an object
will fail and is therefore excluded a priori.
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Fig. 2: Proposed method to derive logical scenarios from
the Information Access Layer with knowledge from the
system under test (SuT) within the designated ODD. The
contributions of this work are marked in gray.

While the restriction of the information access already
drastically reduces the parameter space for the logical sce-
narios, the time component leaves room for further reduction,
especially for closed-loop testing, where the ego trajectory
is not predefined. Only the state of the ego at the beginning
of the scenario is defined in form of initial conditions. These
conditions are scenario parameters and contain the initial
pose and velocity of the ego vehicle. By placing the ego at the
start of the scenario in a way that the closest moving object
is right at the boundary of the relevance region, the entire
region will be covered through the relative movement of the
ego vehicle to the object. The initial poses of all moving
objects including the ego vehicle are constrained, while all
other conditions, like velocities, environmental conditions
etc. are still freely variable. The moment, when an object
starts moving, is defined by a distance trigger relative to the
ego vehicle, marked with dashed lines in Fig. 2. Therefore,
movement only takes place in the region that is relevant for
the perception sensor setup. The result is a set of logical
scenarios with all parameters and parameter combinations
within boundaries, that are relevant for the specific SUT.

In conclusion, the design criteria for logical scenarios
are twofold. First, the parameter space defining the spacial
placement of dynamic objects is set by excluding all pa-
rameter combinations outside of the sensors visibility region.
Second, distance based triggers are introduced to limit object
movement to the identified relevance region.
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IV. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD

In this chapter the previously described method is im-
plemented by means of a concrete example. The SUT is
an exemplary emergency brake function as a module of a
HADF, which is capable of driving in urban areas during dry
and rainy weather conditions. The perception sensor setup for
the brake function consists of a front radar with a near scan
and a far scan in order to implement the unified relevance
region of a multi-sensor setup.

To demonstrate the described method a simple functional
scenario is chosen. As shown in Fig. 3, the functional sce-
nario is a crosswalk in front of the ego vehicle and a
pedestrian with the intention of crossing the street. The
coordinate system is a Cartesian system with the x-axis
in the driving direction of the ego and the y-axis to the
left with respect to the ego vehicle’s driving direction. In
this coordinate system the movement of the pedestrian is in
positive y direction.

x

y

wRo

wSi wCr

Ped
Ego

Fig. 3: Functional scenario with unified relevance region
: Unified sensor field of view from sensor specs,

: Unified relevance region from sensor model knowledge

For the description of the logical scenario parameters, their
value boundaries and the discretization are derived (Tab. I). In
a first step, the pedestrian position is addressed. The position
of the pedestrian depends on the width of the road wRo, the
width of the sidewalk wSi in y direction and the width of
the crosswalk wCr in x direction.

Taking the accessible information of the sensor setup into
account, the unified relevance region based on the trans-
mitting and receiving antenna diagrams (GTx(ϕ), GRx(ϕ))
of the near and far scan, the RCS of the pedestrian and
the attenuation is shown as the green area in Fig. 3. In the
proposed approach the position of the pedestrian is calculated
by combining the xPed and yPed position of the pedestrian
with respect to the dependency yPed(wRo). The possible
location of the pedestrian in the scenario is visualized in
Fig. 4 by the dark grey area. As an example for this variation
two possible initial positions of the pedestrian marked as blue
and red dots are shown.

Afterwards, the unified relevance region is utilized to
calculate possible relative positions of the ego vehicle to the
pedestrian. In this step, equation (1) is solved numerically to
calculate rmax(ϕ). The mentioned equation depends on the
attenuation by environmental conditions, which are repre-
sented in the functional scenario as rain with a rain intensity

TABLE I: Parameters and parameter ranges

Parameter Value range Discretization
Environment condition
Rain Intensity IRa [0, 100 mm/h] 5 mm/h

Scenario parameter
Road width wRo [5.5 m, 7.5 m] 0.25 m
Sidewalk width wSi 2.5 m
Crosswalk width wCr 4 m
Ego width wEgo 1.7 m
vx,Ego (0, 14 m/s] 0.5 m/s
Pedestrian position xPed [−3 m, 3 m] 0.5 m
Pedestrian position yPed [wRo

2
+wSi, 0.2 m

-wRo
2

-wSi]
Pedestrian velocity vy,Ped (0, 4 m/s] 0.2 m/s
RCS σPed 4.8 dB m2

Sensor parameter
Transmitted power PTx 10·10−3 W
Transm. antenna diagram GTx(ϕ) ...
Receiver antenna diagram GRx(ϕ) ...
Wavelength λ 3.92·10−3 m
Detection min. power PN · PΞ 2.58·10−15 W
Azimuth resolution ∆ϕ 1.6°
Range resolution ∆r 1.5 m

Trigger
Relative position trigger TEgo,Ped [min(rmax), 0.5 ·∆r

max(rmax)]

IRa. The angles of the antenna diagram are discretized at
half the sensor azimuth resolution ∆ϕ to ensure getting at
least one sample per azimuth bin. As a result, all possible
discrete initial positions of the ego vehicle (xEgo,yEgo) based
on the unified relevance region are known. Fig. 4 shows
additionally to the two different possible variations of the
pedestrian’s initial position the unified relevance region of
the sensor as blue and red solid, dashed and dotted line.
The iteration process for three different discrete angles of
the relevance region is shown in Fig. 4a and Fig. 4b with the
corresponding ego vehicle position Ego1/2,1/2/3 based on a
fixed initial pedestrian position Ped1/2. The position of the
Ego2,3 seems to be a start position, that has no relevance
because of the pedestrian’s moving direction. But for closed
loop simulations this position could be especially challenging
for the SUT.

The described calculation is done with respect to boundary
conditions, which are the defined width of the vehicle (wEgo),
the road width and the prerequisite, that the ego vehicle
should be in the right lane of the road. Therefore, only
realistic positions of the pedestrian and the ego vehicle as
start conditions for the scenario remain.

In a last step, the newly introduced trigger parameter
TEgo,Ped is defined. This parameter starts the movement
of the pedestrian alongside the crosswalk with respect to
the decreasing distance between the ego vehicle and the
pedestrian. In this example the discrete points are half of
the range resolution ∆r of the radar sensor. Therefore the
pedestrian will only move, when he is located in the relevant
region of the SUT. This concludes the design of the logical
scenarios utilizing boundary conditions from sensor system
model knowledge and distance based moving object trigger.
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Fig. 4: Crosswalk scenario with different relevance regions and start positions for the pedestrian

To compare the knowledge driven approach with an ap-
proach combining all position related parameters covered by
the field of view from a sensor spec. with an N -wise testing
approach, the total number of resulting concrete scenarios is
calculated. The typical logical scenario based on the sensor
data sheet would be created by defining additional parameters
for the initial ego position. The longitudinal xEgo position of
the ego vehicle is defined by a high level sensor specification,
which gives the maximum range rmax and the maximum field
of view (FOV) from a sensor data sheets. This can be seen
in Fig. 3 as gray area. In general, the lateral ego position
depends on the ego’s width wEgo, the road width wRo and a
margin for the distance to the road boundary of 0.2 m. The
number of all unique parameter combinations of the positions
for the data sheet driven approach is 7,413,705. In case of the
sensor knowledge driven method with the newly introduced
trigger parameter the number of possible positions is 24,531.
This example points out the importance of integrating sensor
knowledge into the definition of logical scenarios.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

A method to design reasonable scenarios by using sensor
model knowledge was introduced. The method can be used
for all perception sensor principles and has to be adapted
according to the sensor boundaries. Additionally, the method
is applicable to sensor setups consisting of various numbers
of sensors and sensor principles by building the intersection
of all visibility boundaries. Using the trigger, which depends
on relative positions of objects, the parameter space is
covered as a naive combination of all positions would do,
but less parameter combinations have to be calculated.

The benefit of considering sensor (model) knowledge in
the definition process of logical scenarios was shown, as can
be seen in Fig. 3. The sensor model generates detections
of the pedestrian only if the object is located or moving
within the green area. Hence, simulating scenarios or parts
of scenarios, where nothing happens within the relevance
region has no influence on the SUT at all and no further
comprehension of the HADF is generated. Nevertheless,
the key point of the method is to calculate the relevance
region for every logical scenario to only generate reasonable

scenarios in the first place. Therefore, deep knowledge about
the sensor principle(s) and signal processing steps is crucial
to only consider justified parameter combinations.

The scenario based test effort could be further reduced by
subdividing the presented relevance region into parts most
important to the SUT. Considering criticality analysis, not all
parts of the relevance region might be equally important for
the safety validation process. Entering of an object into the
relevance region is challenging and an object approaching
the ego vehicle becomes increasingly critical. These more
important parts of the relevance region should be discretized
in smaller steps than the rest of the visibility region or might
be left out completely.

When a combined sensor setup is used (common in
HADF) different sensor relevance regions are combined.
Each depends on several causes and effects, which raises
the question of a systematic collection and ontology for
such sensor knowledge. Neurohr et al. also point out the
need for "an identification of all relevant phenomena." [5,
p. 125] Here, the recently started initiative called Perception
Sensor Collaborative Effect and Cause Tree (PerCollECT)
of the authors could be an option. It is publicly available at
https://github.com/PerCollECT.

There, a collaborative approach is proposed to collect the
sensor knowledge within the community and to provide it in
a tree-based ontology. Key points in this collection are the or-
dering onto functional layers of the perception sensor system
and the required references for each effect and cause within
the cause-effect chains and for each connection between
them. The authors see the chance to use such an ontology,
when the actual state of community knowledge is reached
e.g. for ODD design, for coverage analysis when ODD, SUT
and the logical scenarios are already determined, or even
to design a sensor setup that considers a pre-defined ODD.
Based on this ontology functional scenarios for investigation
of sensor effects could be derived. The combination of these
effects can reduce the number of functional scenarios. For
example at a tunnel’s entrance the camera and the lidar
recognize a change in brightness, multi path propagation of
the radar’s electromagnetic waves take place and the GNSS
sensor loses its signal.
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